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H: American actor
Steve McQueen relaxes on
a Solex during the shooting
of Le Mans in the south of
France in summer 1970
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Two
wheels
good

Beloved of Sixties style
icons, the Solex motorised
bike is making a comeback
on the Cote d’Azur. Tristan
Rutherford takes a ride
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Cap-Eden-Roc on the Cap d’Antibes at least
a dozen times: once in a client’s Ferrari; once
in a friend’s campervan; and once in a Sovietera military jeep that my father mistakenly
bought on eBay. But for raw exhilaration,
none compare to my most recent ride: a
classic Solex scooter. Its top speed is just 35kmph but that is
the de facto limit on the St Tropez to San Remo coast road
in summer. With no helmet required, it feels like a rocketpowered racing bike.
The Solex is the 2CV of two-wheeled transport. Like the
Deux Chevaux, it was designed in post-war France using
austerity-era materials. Lego looks notwithstanding, it proved
so popular that eight million units were produced out of the
factory at Courbevoie in Paris until production ceased in
1988. It may have been manufactured in the north but thanks
to celebrity fans like Brigitte Bardot the brand was
synonymous with the South of France and a freewheeling
laissez-faire lifestyle. As a result, these vintage motos now
have cult status across the 70 countries to which they were
exported, with owners’ clubs from Toronto to Saigon.
In spring 2015, almost 70 years after the bike’s invention,
the world’s first vintage Solex hire shop – called So Solex –
opened in Juan-les-Pins. Within just a couple of months it
was followed by a second branch down the coast in Nice. The
business is run by enthusiast Olivier Durin, a Solex owner
since the 1990s, who lives, he tells me, ‘for this sexy little bike’.
Each of the two branches is stocked with ten classic models
that Durin himself has lovingly restored by hand. They even
have names: Suzette is a little apricot-coloured number, while
Lucette is banana-yellow. For a breezy history of the Cote
d’Azur’s coolest wheels, Durin takes me on a coastal tour.
We begin with a few practise runs around La Pinède, the
leafy piazza that fronts the Hôtel Belles Rives in Juan-lesPins. In the summer of 1926, when this was the Villa SaintLouis and the rented home of American writer F Scott

Fitzgerald, the Solex was in its nascent design stage. Thanks
to recession and a world war, gestation was slow but over two
decades engineers Maurice Goudard and Marcel Mennesson
conducted experiments by fitting a sewing machine-sized
engine onto a push-bike. The top-heavy performance was too
precarious to go into mass production but the idea of simply
dropping a whirring engine cog onto a bicycle’s front tire was
mechanically ingenuous. The eventual solution was simply to
go with a much smaller power unit. Olivier shows me how
to pedal-start the motor before we belt along Juan-les-Pins’
seafront up to the Cap d’Antibes.
The French public loved the invention. As we fly along
the Riviera coast road in the afternoon sun, it’s easy to see
why. The Solex is reassuringly uncomplicated: to regulate the
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‘To regulate the speed
you simply squeeze
the brakes. It’s like
riding a runaway train’
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A: the bay at Nice,
where you will find a
branch of So Solex

speed you simply squeeze the brakes. It’s like riding a runaway
train. Near the Plage des Ondes beach we come up upon a
motorcade of Mercedes S-Class almost becalmed behind a
gardening truck, and Durin and I blast past the lot of them
in an impudent raspberry of engine noise.
When the first Solex model went on public sale in 1946,
it cost 13,600 French francs, or a month’s wages for an average
working person. But the 45cc engine was extremely economic
and once the initial investment of buying the bike had been
made, its owner could commute to work and ride around for
peanuts. In 1948, around 25,000 units were sold. The
following year the company was selling one hundred a day.
An engine upgrade in 1953 (the Solex 330 model boasted a
mammoth 49cc) boosted sales up to 200,000 a year.

Durin and I park up by Roman Abramovich’s Château
de la Croë residence (previous owner: Aristotle Onassis).
That’s something you can only do on two wheels, not four,
here. Parking is at a premium on the very tip of the Cap
d’Antibes, where land prices are the third highest on the
planet (only Monaco and Cap Ferrat are more expensive).
Durin leads me to a path that runs behind the Hotel du
Cap-Eden-Roc gardens. Thanks to France’s socialist paradox,
a public walking trail leads around this billionaires’ paradise.
Jasmine and pistachio mastic choke the trail. The glorious
cove of Plage des Galets shimmers beyond. ‘This is where
locals from Antibes come to escape,’ says Durin. Fish dart
sideways as we paddle in crystal-clear seas. Perhaps our
neighbours – Abramovich on one side, quite possibly Brad
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L: Olivier Durin
and one of the Solex bikes
he personally restored and
now hires out from his two
So Solex shops
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As I cruise past several Ferraris,
it’s my Solex that attracts the admiring
glances and even one ‘Oh là là’

and Angelina, frequenters of the Hotel du Cap-Eden-Roc,
on the other – are doing the same.
We follow the Cap d’Antibes trail further on foot. Off to
our left is the Villa Eilenroc, designed by Charles Garnier,
architect of the Paris Opera – it is where Woody Allen filmed
his roaring Twenties romp Magic in the Moonlight in 2013.
There were no Solexes in that, but the bikes frequently popped
up in French New Wave films, notably Jean-Luc Godard’s À
bout de souffle. Jacques Tati rode a Solex in Mon Oncle.
Meanwhile, off-screen one of the biggest stars of all, Brigitte
Bardot, was frequently photographed riding a Solex, becoming
something of an unofficial brand ambassador. ‘Movie actor
endorsement for Solex really drove the brand,’ says Durin.
The Solex were also getting better. The best-selling 3800,
on which all later models were based, was launched in 1966.
Period advertising posters played on the brand’s youthful cool

by showing a finely-coiffed French youth with one arm around
a Bardot lookalike and the other resting on his Solex
handlebars. Posters promised a hundred kilometres of action
on one litre of fuel. It had a comfier seat and while previous
models had only been available in black, buyers now had the
choice of blue and red. By 1971 things were even groovier:
that year’s Solex 5000 came in ‘Palma’ yellow, ‘Atoll’ blue and
‘Névé’ white. Details like stainless steel mudguards and
whitewall tires kept both the 1940s generation and their
teenage kids happy. ‘Pere et fils enfin d’accord’ ran the
advertising slogan – ‘Both father and son finally agree.’
Durin maintains his Cap d’Antibes historical commentary
as we putter back to Juan-les-Pins in the evening sun. The
glitz and glamour remained on the Côte d’Azur into the
1970s and 1980s but the rest of France wilted under oil shocks
and strikes. Work was abandoned on the Channel Tunnel
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attracts the admiring glances and even one ‘Oh là là’. I climb
upwards towards Elton John’s mansion on top of Mont
Boron to enjoy a panorama that pans west from Cannes,
east to Menton and the border with Italy. Then I gun the
Solex downhill to Villefranche – a route blazed by Robert
De Niro in the film Ronin and Jason Statham in The
Transporter. Raymond isn’t fitted with a speedometer but I
swear I push 40kmph.
It’s in Villefranche, a fishing port beloved of Pablo Picasso
and Jean Cocteau, that the Solex truly turns heads.
Unfortunately, the heads belong not to Bardot-styled starlets
but to elderly men. ‘I kissed a girl on my Solex 1400 in Lyon,’
one of them tells me. ‘Then 20 minutes later I kissed another
one two kilometres away.’
‘Remember La Rochelle?’ enquires another gent of his
wife. He tells me how toegther they rode over to western
France in 1965 with two cans of petrol strapped to their front
wheel. At one point the crowd around me is a dozen strong,
all firing questions at me about essence, puissance and vitesse.
Later, Durin tells me how recently he took out two girls with
their father to celebrate his 70th birthday; at the end of the
jaunt they insisted on buying the bike and Durin gave in. It’s
a love affair that keeps running – just like the 49cc Solex.

A: one of So Solex’s
bikes for hire. This one is
called ‘Suzette’
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and Bernard Hinault won his final Tour de France, the nation’s
last. The Solex story came to a similarly sad end. Sales had
tailed off to around 7,000 per year by 1980. By the end of
that decade only the Hungarians and Chinese were still
producing Solex under licence, until they too realised that
the capitalist dream doesn’t start with 49cc engines.
The following morning Durin packs me off to discover
the current, revived state of Solex. The new So Solex branch
in Nice’s hipster Garibaldi quartier is riding the current trend
for all things vintage. So cult right now is the 1940s brand
that one wag recently recreated François Hollande’s sexy
scooter call on lover Julie Gayet using a vintage Solex, then
uploaded the video to YouTube. Commendably, he raced the
route from the Elysée Palace to Gayet’s rue du Cirque
apartment in one minute 32 seconds flat. The Solex legend
is also being reborn outside of France: Italian design firm
Pininfarina (the guys that styled the Alfa Romeo Giulia and
Ferrari Testarossa) recently launched the E Solex, an electric
bike styled on the original.
I ride away from the So Solex showroom on a 1974
‘Roland Garros’ special edition in lawn green. It’s called
Raymond. As I cruise around the marina and off along the
coast road passing several Ferraris, it is Raymond that
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